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Abstract

The twist ξ is a property of quantum systems which can be thought of, in an abstract sense, as some
kind of geometric curvature due to correlations between subsystems. In this report I attempt to gain some
insight into what the twist means physically. Firstly the twist is calculated in a simple physical system
- the 1D XX spin-lattice model. It is shown that ξ ∈ {0, 1}, dependent only on the number of spins
in the system. Then the behaviour of the twist during the important physical process of decoherence is
mapped out for a mixture of 3-qubit cluster states and 2-qubit Bell states. A method is also provided
for calculating the twist in states for which it was previously undefined, and is applied to show that the
aforementioned cluster state has twist ξ = 0.

1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade and a half, much research has
been done on quantifying the entanglement of quantum
states - that is the degree to which they violate the laws
of classical reality. This has resulted in a set of what
are known as ‘Entanglement Invariants’ [1], functions of
the state parameters which are invariant under certain
operations on the subsystems of a state.

In this report the operations in question are known as
LOCC (Local Operations and Classical Communication)
and SLOCC (Stochastic LOCC)[2]. These represent all
the operations that can be performed on individual com-
ponents of a state without performing a projective mea-
surement and collapsing the state. Understanding the
invariants under these operations is therefore important
in providing insight into the underlying structure of com-
posite quantum systems.

In general these invariants have been difficult to gen-
erate exhaustively (it can be proven that there are a fi-
nite number of independent invariants[3]) for all but a
few simple situations. Namely small numbers (≤ 4 for
SLOCC[4] and ≤ 3 for LOCC[1]) of qubits - two-level
quantum subsystems.

Here I look at the properties and applications of a type
of invariant known as the ‘twist’[5], inspired by the Wil-
son loop of lattice gauge field theory. It has a direct geo-
metric interpretation, and is readily scalable to quantum
systems composed of any number of qubits. However,
since it is a very newly defined quantity it has not been
calculated for many states, and few of its properties are
known.

In finding the twist for physically interesting states, I
hope to gain some intuition as to which kinds of systems
are sensitive to the twist in their parameters, and in doing
so get some insight into the structure of the twist itself.

This report is organised as follows: Firstly, in the fol-
lowing section, I will lay out the framework for discussing
and calculating invariants in general and in particular the
twist.

I will then go on in section 3 to apply the methods de-
scribed to the 1D XX-model spin chain at absolute zero.
Following on from this, I perform the same calculation
on a variation of the model and use the result to gener-
alize to finite temperatures. I also provide a consistent
definition of the twist for states which were excluded in
the original definition in [5].

In section 4 I show how a state undergoing decoherence
is described in the formalism laid out in section 2, and
go on to characterize the twist for a specific state under-
going this process. This is presented as a two parameter
example for which the twist shows rich behaviour.

I finally conclude in section 5 and suggest possible fur-
ther avenues of exploration.

2. BACKGROUND

The information in the first two parts of this section
can be found in a variety of textbooks, a good example
being [6]. The later parts are covered in the context of the
twist in [5]. A review of LOCC and SLOCC operations
as discussed in the fourth part can be found in [2].

2.1. Composition of Tensors

Tensors are mathematical objects which conveniently
describe many physical quantities in quantum mechan-
ics and indeed in all of physics. A rank-m tensor in a
d-dimensional space is an object labelled by m indices
each of which runs from 1 to d giving the tensor dm com-
ponents. Examples of tensors include vectors vi (rank-1
tensors) and matrices Mij (rank-2 tensors).

In quantum mechanics, vectors are generally written
in the form |ψ〉 with their dual 〈ψ| = (|ψ〉)† - these can
be thought of as column and row vectors respectively.

A useful concept when dealing with composite quan-
tum systems is that of a tensor product ⊗. It is a method
of combining two tensors of ranks m and n to form a new
tensor of rank m + n. For example, the (2-dimensional)
state vectors of two qubits can be combined to produce
a composite state:

|a〉 ⊗ |b〉 = |ab〉 (1)

This new object can be written as an (m + n)d = 4-
dimensional vector. Explicitly:

(
a1
a2

)
⊗
(
b1
b2

)
=

 a1b1
a1b2
a2b1
a2b2

 (2)

This way of writing tensor products also extends to
higher rank and higher dimensional tensors such as ma-
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trices. This is a scalable way of dealing with composite
objects in the sense that the tensor product system be-
haves in much the same way as the component systems
mathematically.

Another method of combining two tensors often used
in quantum mechanics is the outer product. It is used to
form operators from vectors (probably the most common
example is the density matrix described in the next sub-
section). It is written as the product of a column vector
with a row vector:

Q = |a〉 〈b|

=

(
a1
a2

)(
b∗1 b∗2

)
=

(
a1b1∗ a1b

∗
2

a2b
∗
1 a2b

∗
2

)
(3)

and can be easily generalised to larger dimensional vec-
tors.

2.2. Quantum States and the Density Matrix

First courses in quantum mechanics normally only deal
with what are known as ‘pure’ quantum states. These
can be described by a vector in some Hilbert space (or
tensor product of Hilbert spaces for a composite system).
Formally, a quantum state composed of N identical d-
level subsystems (known as qudits) is pure if it can be
written in the form:

|ψ〉 =

d−1∑
i1=0

· · ·
d−1∑
iN=0

ai1...iN |i1〉 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |iN 〉

≡
dN−1∑
k=0

ak |k〉 (4)

Where the |ij〉 are the basis vectors for subsystem j. The
identity simply states that the full system basis vectors
|k〉 can be written as tensor products of single subsys-
tem basis vectors; sometimes this is written without the
explicit tensor product (|i1〉 |i2〉 · · · ≡ |i1〉 ⊗ |i2〉 ⊗ . . . ).

In reality, pure states are very hard to produce in a
laboratory. An experimentalist often has a statistical
mixture of different quantum states, which cannot be
represented in the form of eq. 4. A more general de-
scription which accounts for both pure states and these
mixed states is the density matrix representation: An en-
semble of pure states |ψi〉 with corresponding statistical
weights pi can be written in terms of a density matrix:

ρ =
∑
i

pi |ψi〉 〈ψi| (5)

Density matrices are in general complex and hermitian,
and the normalisation of the state they represent is given
by the trace. Therefore, for normalised states tr(ρ) = 1.
The density matrix has the nice property that for any
operator A:

tr(Aρ) =
∑
i

pi 〈ψi|A |ψi〉 = 〈A〉 (6)

Any component part of the overall state can also be
represented by its own density matrix, by performing
what is known as a partial trace over those subsystems
which are to be neglected. The partial trace over a sub-
system α of an N -partite state ρ is defined as:

trα(ρ) =

d−1∑
j=0

〈jα| ρ |jα〉 (7)

This operation leaves a density matrix for the remaining
N−1 subsystems, which is in general a mixed state, even
for an initially pure overall state ρ.

For example, consider the pure 3-qubit state |ψ〉 =
1√
3
(|0A 0B 0C〉 + |1A 0B 1C〉 + |1A 1B 0C〉) - normally

written without explicit subscripts. The density matrix
for the subsystems B and C is given by tracing out A:

ρBC = trA(ρ)

= 〈0A| ψ〉 〈ψ| 0A〉+ 〈1A| ψ〉 〈ψ| 1A〉

=
1

3
(|0B0C〉 〈0B0C |+ |φBC〉 〈φBC |) (8)

where |φBC〉 = |0B1C〉+ |1B0C〉.

2.3. The Hilbert-Schmidt Representation

Density matrices composed of two qubits A and B can
be written in terms of a real 4 × 4 matrix S(a, b) (the
Hilbert-Schmidt representation[7]):

ρAB =

3∑
i,j=0

S(a, b)ij σ
a
i ⊗ σbj (9)

Where σ0 is the 2× 2 identity matrix and σ1, σ2 and σ3
are the Pauli matrices σx, σy and σz respectively. Given
by:

σx =

(
0 1
1 0

)
σy =

(
0 −i
i 0

)
σz =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
(10)

The entries of S(a, b) are just the spin correlations be-
tween the two qubits since:

S(a, b)ij = tr((σai ⊗ σbj)ρAB) =
〈
σai σ

b
j

〉
(11)

Explicitly:

S(a, b) =


1

〈
σbx
〉 〈

σby
〉 〈

σbz
〉

〈σax〉
〈
σaxσ

b
x

〉 〈
σaxσ

b
y

〉 〈
σaxσ

b
z

〉〈
σay
〉 〈

σayσ
b
x

〉 〈
σayσ

b
y

〉 〈
σayσ

b
z

〉
〈σaz 〉

〈
σazσ

b
x

〉 〈
σazσ

b
y

〉 〈
σazσ

b
z

〉
 (12)

2.4. SLOCC operations and invariants

When studying the ‘non-local’ properties of multipar-
tite quantum states (for example entanglement), one usu-
ally pictures the N subsystems of the state being sepa-
rated between N parties who can perform operations on
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only their subsystem, and can communicate classically
between one another. The operations they are able to
perform are either some kind of deterministic rotation of
their local state vectors, or some more general transfor-
mation which only has a certain chance of succeeding.
These are known as LOCC and SLOCC operations re-
spectively.

Single qubit (also known as local) operations can be
represented as 2 × 2 matrices which act on a two qubit
density matrix in the following way:

ρ′AB =
(P ⊗Q)ρAB(P † ⊗Q†)

tr((P ⊗Q)ρAB(P † ⊗Q†))
(13)

Where P is an operation on qubit A, and Q is an opera-
tion on qubit B. The denominator represents a rescaling
of the normalisation to 1. This is due to the fact that the
operations may only succeed with a certain probability.
For the purposes of this report, the normalisation of a
state is unimportant; when considering stochastic oper-
ations it only matters that the operation has a non-zero
probability of success. The group of all such SLOCC
operations which are reversible is then the special linear
group SL(2,C), the group of all 2 × 2 complex matri-
ces with determinant 1. The subgroup of deterministic
LOCC operations (which preserve the normalisation of
the state) is given by SU(2), the group of all 2 × 2 uni-
tary matrices with determinant 1.

As described in [5] these operations can also be rep-
resented in the Hilbert-Schmidt representation, with the
operators given by members of SO+(1, 3). This is the
group of proper, orthochronous Lorentz transformations
- those with determinant 1 and a positive time direc-
tion. This is due to the homomorphism: SL(2,C) '
SO+(1, 3). In other words, one can map each member of
SL(2,C) onto a member of SO+(1, 3) in such a way that
the operations compose in the same way. The relation
between operations in the density matrix representation
(SL(2,C)) and those in the Hilbert-Schmidt representa-
tion (SO+(1, 3)) is:

Pij =
1

2
tr(P †σai Pσ

a
j )

Qij =
1

2
tr(Q†σaiQσ

a
j ) (14)

for P acting on qubit A and Q on B as described above.
The action of these operators on the correlation matrices
S(a, b) is then simply:

S(a, b)′ = PS(a, b)QT (15)

The rescaling of the normalisation in this case would be
as simple as dividing through by S(a, b)′00.

It turns out that one can find certain functions of a
state’s parameters, which are left unchanged by action of
a LOCC or SLOCC operation on any qubit component
of the state. These are known as LOCC (SU(2)) in-
variants and SLOCC (SL(2,C)) invariants respectively.
Since LOCC operations form a subgroup of SLOCC op-
erations, all SLOCC invariants are also LOCC invariants,
but the converse is not true.

2.5. Twist

The twist is a quantity originally defined in [5], it is
described as “a measure of the degree of asymmetry of
the bipartite correlations globally.” An operational in-
terpretation is as follows: Imagine the N qubits compris-
ing a state as points on a lattice, and choose a closed
path, or loop, within the lattice. Now, for every one of
the loop’s two qubit links in turn, act on the first qubit
with a SLOCC operation such that the corresponding
correlation matrix S(a, b) becomes symmetric. Once one
reaches the final link, joining the last qubit to the first,
the required symmetrizing operation is not necessarily
the identity, despite symmetrizing all the other links. It
is this asymmetry which is characterized by the twist.

Every two qubit link can be factored in the following
way [8]:

S(a, b) = V ΣWT (16)

where Σ is a diagonal matrix and V andW are proper, or-
thochronous Lorentz transformations. This factorization
is known as a (Lorentz) singular value decomposition,
and the entries of Σ are known as the singular values of
S(a, b).

Using the defining property of the Lorentz group
ηLT η = L−1 (η = diag[1,−1,−1,−1] is the Minkowski
metric), one can write the correlation matrix S(a, b) in

terms of a symmetrized version S̃(a, b):

S(a, b) = V ΣWT

= (V ηWT η)(WΣWT )

= Λ(a, b)S̃(a, b) (17)

The Λ(a, b) operator can be thought of as a parallel
transporter between qubits A and B in the context of a
gauge field theory, where in this case the gauge group is
that of reversible SLOCC operations (SO+(1, 3) in this
representation). This becomes more evident when one
considers how Λ(a, b) transforms under gauge transfor-
mations:

Λ(a, b) = V ηWT η

⇒ UaV ηW
TUTb η

= UaV ηW
T ηU−1b

= UaΛ(a, b)U−1b (18)

This is precisely the required transformation law for a
parallel transporter in gauge field theory[9].

Λ(a, b) for a given link S(a, b) is uniquely defined as
long as the corresponding Σ is full rank (no zeros along
the diagonal), and one requires the last 3 entries of Σ to
have a specific relative signature (the first entry is always
positive). In general if one does not choose a signature, Λ
is only unique up to a rotation about one of the 3 spatial
axes, e.g. diag[1,−1,−1, 1], of one of either V or WT

that make it up. In some cases (such as when there are
degenerate singular values for a given S(a, b)), the choice
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of Λ is still not unique for all signature choices. Follow-
ing [5] I choose the signature diag[1,±1,±1,±1], since
it is the only one which always gives a unique parallel
transporter.

Given the above requirements for uniqueness, it is pos-
sible to define the twist around a loop within a quantum
state, as the trace of the product of all the Λs around the
loop:

ξ =
1

4
tr(Λ(a, z) . . .Λ(c, b)Λ(b, a)) (19)

where the 1
4 ensures ξ = 1 when the total transforma-

tion is the identity. It is straightforward to see that this
quantity is invariant under SLOCC operations, given the
transformation rules for Λ(a, b):

tr(Λ(a, z) . . .Λ(c, b)Λ(b, a))

⇒ tr(UaΛ(a, z)U−1z . . . UcΛ(c, b)UbU
−1
b Λ(b, a)U−1a )

= tr(U−1a UaΛ(a, z)U−1z . . . UcΛ(c, b)UbU
−1
b Λ(b, a))

= tr(Λ(a, z) . . .Λ(c, b)Λ(b, a)) (20)

One can see now that the twist, as defined in terms of
the Λ transformations that would symmetrize each link
independently, is equivalent to the operational interpre-
tation given at the beginning of this subsection, since the
symmetrizing transformations around the loop are them-
selves SLOCC operations - leaving the twist invariant.

Note that it is equally valid to define parallel trans-
porters acting on the second qubit in each link, i.e.
S(a, b) = S̃(a, b)′Λ(a, b)′, with Λ(a, b)′ = ηΛ(a, b)η,
which would give the same value for the twist. How-
ever, one must be consistent in choosing which qubit to
operate on when going around a loop.

3. TWIST IN A PHYSICAL SYSTEM

In this section I calculate the twist for the states of
the XX-model Hamiltonian with periodic boundary con-
ditions, both with and without a term representing cur-
rent flow.

I then go on to discuss some other physically interest-
ing states for which the twist is not properly defined, and
make a suggestion for a consistent definition for the twist
in these states.

3.1. XX model

The 1D XX-model describes a chain of N interacting
spin- 12 objects in the presence of an external magnetic
field. The Hamiltonian is given (in unitless form), by[10]:

HXX = −
N∑
j=1

(
1

2
σxj σ

x
j+1 +

1

2
σyj σ

y
j+1 + hσzj ) (21)

Finding the ground state of this Hamiltonian is a well de-
scribed problem, see for example [10][11][12]. The Hamil-
tonian can be brought into a diagonal form by transform-
ing from a spin basis to a fermion basis via what is known
as the Jordan-Wigner transformation. One introduces
the operators:

cj =

j−1∏
k=1

σzk σ
+
j (22)

c†j =

j−1∏
k=1

σzk σ
−
j (23)

with σ± = 1
2 (σx ± iσy), the spin raising and lowering

operators. The spin operators become:

σzj = 1− 2c†jcj (24)

σxj =

j−1∏
k=1

σzk (cj + c†j)

=

j−1∏
k=1

(1− 2c†jcj)(cj + c†j) (25)

σyj = −i
j−1∏
k=1

σzk (cj − c†j)

= −i
j−1∏
k=1

(1− 2c†jcj)(cj − c
†
j) (26)

The c†js and cjs are then fermionic creation and annihila-
tion operators satisfying the canonical anticommutation
relations: {

ci, cj
}

=
{
c†i , c

†
j

}
= 0 (27){

c†i , cj
}

= δij (28)

Upon making this transformation, the Hamiltonian be-
comes:

HXX = −
N∑
j=1

(c†j+1cj + c†jcj+1 + h(1− 2c†jcj)) (29)

Then imposing the periodic boundary conditions:

σxNσ
x
N+1 = σxNσ

x
1 (30)

one performs the following discrete fourier transforma-
tion:

cj =
1√
N

N−1∑
m=0

ei
2π
N j(m+b)c̃m (31)

where b is a constant which depends on the number of
fermions excited.

b =

{
0 odd number of fermions,
1
2 even number of fermions

(32)
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FIG. 1: The critical values of h for N = 5. At every horizontal
line a phase transition occurs. Every dot represents a fermion
mode, but only one colour (blue for odd numbers of fermions,
red for even) can be excited in any state. For a given ground
state, all the fermions of the same colour with εbm(h) ≥ h
are excited. The ground state with k fermions excited has
for k odd: m = 0, N − 1, 1, . . . N − k−1

2
, k−1

2
, and for k even:

m = 0, N − 1, 1, . . . N − k
2

This dependence on the parity of the state comes directly
from the periodic boundary conditions[10].

The Hamiltonian is now in the diagonalized form:

HXX = −Nh−
N−1∑
m=0

εbm(h)c̃†mc̃m (33)

εbm(h) = 2(cos(
2π

N
(m+ b))− h) (34)

Whether or not a particular fermion mode is excited in
the ground state depends on the sign of its correspond-
ing εbm(h). This means that as one varies h, the ground
state undergoes a series of phase transitions as the εbm(h)
change sign and the relevant fermions are switched on or
off. With the operators defined as above, the fermionic
vaccuum state is the ground state for h > 1, namely the

state with all spins up: |0〉 = |↑〉⊗N .
Fig. 1 shows an example spectrum of fermionic exci-

tations in the ground state as h is varied. The ground
state for N spins with k excitations is:∣∣ψkN〉 = c̃†m1

c̃†m2
. . . c̃†mk |0〉

=

k∏
l=1

 N∑
j=1

1√
N
F

(m+b)l
j cj

 |0〉
=

k∏
l=1

 N∑
j=1

1√
N
F

(m+b)l
j

j−1∏
p=1

σzp σ
−
j

 |↑〉⊗N(35)

where

F qp = ei
2π
N pq (36)

and the (m+ b)l are the excited fermion mode numbers,
taken from Fig. 1.

The factor
∏j−1
p=1 σ

z
p has the effect of antisymmetrizing

the state with respect to the fermionic modes. One can
therefore write the coefficients in terms of a determinant
(known as a Slater determinant):

∣∣ψkN〉 =
1√
N

∑
j1<j2<···<jk

Fj1j2...jk |j1j2 . . . jk〉 (37)

with

Fj1j2...jk =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
F

(m+b)1
j1

F
(m+b)1
j2

. . . F
(m+b)1
jk

F
(m+b)2
j1

F
(m+b)2
j2

. . . F
(m+b)2
jk

...
...

. . .
...

F
(m+b)k
j1

F
(m+b)k
j2

. . . F
(m+b)k
jk

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(38)

The vector |j1j2 . . . jk〉 represents the state with spins
j1, j2 . . . jk flipped to the down state and all others in the
up state. The sum in eq. 37 runs over all such possible
combinations of spins.

With the ground states written in this form, one can
easily calculate the correlations between different spins
on the chain by writing the spin operators σx, σy and
σz in terms of the raising and lowering operators σ+ and
σ−. For example:

〈
σxi σ

z
j

〉
= 〈ψ| (σ+

i + σ−i )(1− 2σ−j σ
+
j ) |ψ〉

= 〈ψ| (σ+
i + σ−i − 2σ+

i σ
−
j σ

+
j − 2σ−i σ

−
j σ

+
j ) |ψ〉

= 0

The correlation matrix for a pair of adjacent spins is
then:
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S(j + 1, j) =


1 0 0 EkN (j)
0 Re(Dk

N (j + 1, j)) Im(Dk
N (j + 1, j)) 0

0 −Im(Dk
N (j + 1, j)) Re(Dk

N (j + 1, j)) 0
EkN (j + 1) 0 0 1− 2(EkN (j + 1) + EkN (j)) + 4EkN (j + 1, j)


(39)

where the quantities Dk
N and EkN are functions of the

Fj1j2... with certain fixed spins given by their arguments:

EkN (f1, f2 . . . ) =
∑

j1 <...f1...
f2...<jk

∣∣Fj1...f1...f2...jk ∣∣2 (40)

Dk
N (f1, f2) =

∑
j1 <...f1...
f2...<jk

(Fj1...f1...jk)∗

×Fj1...f2...jk
(41)

Due to the translational symmetry introduced by the
periodic boundary conditions, the correlation matrices
for all adjacent pairs of spins in the chain are identical
and as a result EkN (j), EkN (j + 1, j) and Dk

N (j + 1, j) are
identical for all j. Furthermore, it is possible to show,
by considering the form of each of the component terms,
that for the isotropic XX model:

Im(Dk
N (j + 1, j)) = 0 (42)

In other words, there are no bipartite cross correlations of
the form

〈
σxj σ

y
j+1

〉
. This means S(j + 1, j) is symmetric

and of the form:

S(j + 1, j) =

1 0 0 b
0 c 0 0
0 0 c 0
b 0 0 d

 ∀ j (43)

This can be diagonalised using an asymptotic Lorentz
boost (equivalent to the operation known as quasi-
distillation [13]):

Q = lim
ϕ→±∞

cosh(ϕ) 0 0 sinh(ϕ)
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

sinh(ϕ) 0 0 cosh(ϕ)

 (44)

where the sign choice in the limit depends on b and d.
The resulting diagonal matrix, Σ = QSQ has signa-

ture diag[1, 1, 1,−1], therefore the parallel transporter
for each link (choosing the Minkowski signature in the
definition of the twist) is:

Λ(j + 1, j) =

1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 1

 ∀ j (45)

Therefore the twist is just:

ξ =
1

4
tr(Λ(j + 1, j)N ) =

{
0 N odd,

1 N even
(46)

independent of the value of h. This means that the twist
does not detect the quantum phase transitions that occur
in this system. Note briefly that the choice of signature
for the singular value decomposition affects the result.
For N even, the twist will be 1 no matter what signature
is chosen in the definition, however for N odd, the twist
will be 0 for all signatures other than diag[1, 1, 1,−1], for
which it will be 1.

This result also holds for the XX-model with im-
purities, that is with position dependent spin-coupling
strengths and magnetic field interactions. This alteration
merely changes the energy levels of the various ground
states, it does not change the form or relative phases of
the states, which are the only things which could affect
the twist.

3.2. Adding a current term

Making the observation that, if Im(Dk
N (j + 1, j)) 6= 0,

then the correlation matrices for each link would not be
symmetric, it looks as though introducing a term into the
Hamiltonian to directly produce some

〈
σxj+1σ

y
j

〉
correla-

tions would introduce twist to the system.
Such a term represents some kind of current flow in

the spin chain. The new Hamiltonian is:

H ′ = HXX + i(σxj σ
y
j+1 − σ

y
j σ

x
j+1) (47)

leading to a diagonalized form:

H ′ = − Nh

− 2

N−1∑
m=0

(
√

2 sin

[
2π

N
(m+ b) +

π

4

]
− h)

×c̃†mc̃m (48)

The states are identical to the plain XX-model case,

apart from the fact that the phase factors F
(m+b)l
ji

have
different values of m + b in the exponent, compare Fig.
2 to Fig. 1 for example.

This does indeed lead to non-vanishing asymmetry in
each link, and one has for the parallel transporters (still
identical for each link):

Λ =

1 0 0 0
0 − cos(θ) sin(θ) 0
0 − sin(θ) − cos(θ) 0
0 0 0 1

 (49)

where θ = Arg(Dk
N (j + 1, j)).
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FIG. 2: The critical values of h for N = 5 for the XX-model
with a current term. Red represents states with even numbers
of fermions, and blue those with odd numbers. Note that a
phase transition can only occur if there are the right number
of fermions above a given energy level e.g. no phase transition
occurs at the energy level of them+b = 4+ 1

2
fermion, because

there would be an odd number of fermions in a even fermion
state.

The twist however remains unchanged from the case
without current (eq. 46). By considering the phases due
to each of the excited fermions for a given ground state,
it is simple to show that:

θ = Arg(Dk
N (j + r, j)) =

2π

N
r (50)

Such that, even if one forms smaller loops that don’t
include every spin in the chain:

ξ =
1

4
tr

1 0 0 0
0 ∓ cos(Nθ) ± sin(Nθ) 0
0 ∓ sin(Nθ) ∓ cos(Nθ) 0
0 0 0 1


=

{
0 odd number of links,

1 even number of links
(51)

This result is perhaps more surprising than that in the
previous subsection, in that the parallel transporters are
non-trivial for each link, but they contribute to give an
overall trivial twist.

The fact that the phase angle θ is independent of the
state of the system means that this result also applies for
general mixtures of states of this Hamiltonian. This can
be seen when one considers that the correlation matrices
for the pure states making up the mixed state add linearly
with the relevant weightings:

S(a, b)mixed =
∑
i

piS(a, b)purei (52)

It is then trivial to see that the parallel transporter for
the mixed state is identical to that for the pure state in
this case.

This means that this result applies to a system de-
scribed by this model at any temperature (by just con-
sidering the ground state so far, I have assumed T = 0K).
At finite temperatures one just has a Boltzmann dis-
tributed thermal mixture of the states already discussed:

ρ(β, h) =
1∑

i e
−βEi(h)

∑
i

e−βEi(h) |ψi〉 〈ψi| (53)

where β = 1
kBT

. No other states need to be considered
in the mixture since each excited state for a given h is
the ground state for a different value of the parameter.

3.3. States with undefined twist

One drawback of the twist is that it is not defined for
several important states and special cases.

Whenever any of the entries in the diagonal singu-
lar value matrix Σ for a link are zero, the twist is not
uniquely defined. That is, any of a continuous group of
parallel transporters would symmetrize the correlation
matrix. Important states which are not defined in this
sense include the cluster states - states considered robust
for quantum computing[14], in the sense that they still
show strong quantum correlations even after the loss of
a qubit. The N -qubit cluster state is defined as:

|CLR〉 =
1

2N/2

N−1⊗
k=1

(|0k〉σzk+1 + |1k〉)(|0N 〉+ |1N 〉) (54)

Another state with undefined twist is the Greenberger-
Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state, the 3-qubit state with max-
imum three-party entanglement:

|GHZ〉 =
1√
2

(|000〉+ |111〉) (55)

One potential method for calculating the twist in this
case is to consider the general SLOCC class - all states
equivalent up to SLOCC operations - to which the state
belongs. This is done for the GHZ state in [5], however
the number of parameters involved in calculating using
this method soon makes the problem intractable, as is
the case for large N -qubit cluster states.

I would define the twist in this special case as the limit
of the twist of a mixture of the state in question and a
state with diagonal correlation matrices.

ξ(ρ) = lim
p→1

ξ(pρ+ (1− p)ρNm) (56)

The state ρNm should have S(a, b)Nm diagonal, be in the
right signature and be identical for each pair of qubits.
One state satisfying these conditions is a symmetric mix-
ture of Bell singlet states |ψ−〉 = 1√

2
(|01〉 − |10〉):

ρNm =

(
N

2

)−1 ∑
pairs
j1j2

∣∣ψ−j1j2〉 〈ψ−j1j2 ∣∣⊗ Ij3 ⊗ · · ·⊗ IjN (57)
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Every correlation matrix is then given by:

S(a, b)Nm =


1 0 0 0

0
(
N
2

)−1
0 0

0 0
(
N
2

)−1
0

0 0 0
(
N
2

)−1
 (58)

I use this definition to calculate the twist for cluster states
in the next section.

4. TWIST IN A DECOHERING SYSTEM

An example of the twist varying in a non-trivial fashion
as the result of a physical process is that of a decohering
quantum system.

Decoherence is the phenomenon which causes quan-
tum systems to become classical as they interact with
their environment[15]. One starts with a pure quantum
state (the result also applies to mixed states, but is most
clearly illustrated for the pure case):

|ψ〉 =
∑
k

αk |k〉 (59)

and ends up with a classical mixture of basis states:

ρc =
∑
k

|α|2 |k〉 〈k| (60)

One way of simply parameterizing this process is as a
continuous transformation with the partially decohered
state in the form:

ρ = ε |ψ〉 〈ψ|+ (1− ε)ρc (61)

where ε runs from 1 (coherent) to 0 (classical).
The correlation matrices for the classical, decohered

state ρc look like:

S(a, b) =

 1 0 0 〈σzb 〉
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
〈σza〉 0 0 〈σzaσzb 〉

 (62)

where all correlations are taken in the basis in which the
state collapses.

A correlation matrix for a partially decohered state is
therefore:

S(a, b) =


1 ε

〈
σbx
〉

ε
〈
σby
〉 〈

σbz
〉

ε 〈σax〉 ε
〈
σaxσ

b
x

〉
ε
〈
σaxσ

b
y

〉
ε
〈
σaxσ

b
z

〉
ε
〈
σay
〉
ε
〈
σayσ

b
x

〉
ε
〈
σayσ

b
y

〉
ε
〈
σayσ

b
z

〉
〈σaz 〉 ε

〈
σazσ

b
x

〉
ε
〈
σazσ

b
y

〉 〈
σazσ

b
z

〉
 (63)

In general the twist for this scenario will be a function
of ε, although there are a set of states for which the twist

will be invariant. These have correlation matrices of the
following form for each link:

S(a, b) =


1 0 0

〈
σbz
〉

0 ε
〈
σaxσ

b
x

〉
ε
〈
σaxσ

b
y

〉
0

0 ε
〈
σayσ

b
x

〉
ε
〈
σayσ

b
y

〉
0

〈σaz 〉 0 0
〈
σazσ

b
z

〉
 (64)

In this case the correlations can be broken down into two
discrete blocks which contribute individually to the twist
independently of the value of ε. The XX-model states
discussed earlier fall into this category.

4.1. A 2-parameter example

An example of a state with non-trivial twist is a de-
cohering mixture of the 3-qubit cluster state with the
mixed state ρ3m = 1

3 (Ia ⊗
∣∣ψ−bc〉 〈ψ−bc∣∣+ Ib ⊗ |ψ−ac〉 〈ψ−ac|+

Ic ⊗
∣∣ψ−ab〉 〈ψ−ab∣∣). The density matrix for the coherent

mixture is:

ρ0 = p |CLR〉 〈CLR|+ (1− p)ρ3m (65)

which when decohering as described above has correla-
tion matrices:

S(b, a) =


1 0 0 0

0 − (1−p)ε
3 0 0

0 0 − (1−p)ε
3 0

0 pε 0 − (1−p)
3



S(c, b) =


1 0 0 0

0 − (1−p)ε
3 0 −pε

0 0 − (1−p)ε
3 0

0 0 0 − (1−p)
3



S(a, c) =


1 0 0 0
0 − ε3 0 0

0 0 − (1−p)ε
3 0

0 0 0 − (1−p)
3

 (66)

When the Σ matrices have the correct signature
(diag[1,−1,−1,−1]), the parallel transporters for the
first two links are the same:

Λ(b, a) = Λ(c, b)

=

1 0 0 0
0 cos(φ−) 0 sin(φ−)
0 0 1 0
0 − sin(φ−) 0 cos(φ−)

 (67)

where tan(φ±) = − 3εp
(1−p)(1∓ε)

Combined with the trivial (identity) parallel trans-
porter for the third link, this leads to a twist of:

ξ =
1

2

[
1 + cos

(
−6εp

(1− p)(1 + ε)

)]
(68)

The phase portrait of this state is given in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3: The twist for a decohering mixture of the 3-
qubit cluster state and the state ρ3m = 1

3
(Ia ⊗

∣∣ψ−
bc

〉 〈
ψ−

bc

∣∣ +
Ib ⊗

∣∣ψ−
ac

〉 〈
ψ−

ac

∣∣+ Ic ⊗
∣∣ψ−

ab

〉 〈
ψ−

ab

∣∣) with p the mixing param-
eter and ε the coherence parameter. The value of the twist
is represented by the colour - black means ξ = 0 and white
means ξ = 1. As one moves up and right in the plot, one
moves towards a coherent pure cluster state.

A noteworthy feature of this example is that the twist
increases monotonically to 1 as the state decoheres (ε→
0) - the dependence on ε is given in eq. 68. This means
that the twist could be used as measure of coherence in
a certain class of states which show this feature.

Compared to the examples in [5], that in Fig. 3 has no
sharp transition between a region of continuously varying
twist and one where the twist is constant. Such features
are in general a result of singular values changing sign in
the Σ matrix for one of the links in a loop. If one replaces
the state |ψ−〉 in ρ3m with one of the other Bell states, e.g.
|φ+〉 = 1√

2
(|00〉+ |11〉), then the relevant phase portrait

contains a transition from a continuous region as in Fig.
3 to one where ξ = 0 always.

Lastly, by looking at Fig. 3 one can see that in the
limit as p→ 1, ξ = 0. This defines the twist for the pure
3-qubit cluster state as described in the previous section.
This result extends to full loops around N -qubit cluster
states, since the only links contributing to the twist have
the same form as in eq. 66.

5. CONCLUSION

The result for the twist in the XX model suggests that
it is not a useful property for distinguishing the states of

highly symmetric systems with periodic boundary con-
ditions - which in this case conspire to fix the twist at
ξ ∈ {0, 1}. An obvious avenue of investigation would be
into other lattice models and an extension into 2 or more
dimensions. In higher dimensions, one has more freedom
in choosing loops, so the number of ways one could have
twist increases exponentially and one would expect it to
have a much richer structure.

As of yet, no examples of pure states with continuously
varying twist have been found. There is nothing to sug-
gest in the formalism that it should be the case in general
that only mixed states show interesting twist behaviour.
Since pure states are much better understood than mixed
states, especially in the context of invariants, one would
expect the features of their twist to be more enlightening
in general. Therefore finding examples of twisted pure
states should be of high priority in any further work on
the quantity.

The structure of the plot in Fig. 3 suggests that the be-
haviour of the twist is sensitive to the relative size of dif-
ferent types of entanglement in a state. There is only con-
tinuous variation of the twist when there is a contribution
from each of 3-qubit (cluster state), 2-qubit (Bell states
in ρ3m) and no (decohered state) entanglement. To con-
firm this observation, I would suggest looking at states
of larger numbers of qubits which are similarly mixtures
of states with different kinds of entanglement.

Finally, it remains to be seen what the effect of choos-
ing a specific signature for the singular values in each link
has in general (there are some special cases where not all
signatures are valid). The signature diag[1,±1,±1,±1]
has the merit of always giving a unique parallel trans-
porter. However, there seems to be no concrete mathe-
matical reason why one couldn’t choose the signature for
each link separately, leading to up to 4N different twists
for a given N link loop. Different choices can lead to very
different results, for instance some signature choices give
constant twist where others have it continuously varying.
The question then is: Is there a physical reason why one
signature should be preferred over the others? Answer-
ing this is key, since, if the answer is no, then a useful
definition of the twist may amount to minimizing over all
the possible signatures, detracting from the (relatively)
computationally easy definition given in [5].
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